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1
Voice of Self

2
Voice of Theory

(this unit is integrated during/simultaneous with unit 1: Voice of Self)

3
Voices of Marginalized Populations

Description

This unit explores personal narratives as a means to investigate elements of style, as a
reflection of the author's purpose, in order to build a set of tools to utilize when finding

their own voice and putting the indelible stamp of their personalities and style
on their college essay.

Knowledge & Skills

Students will understand how purpose informs style; explore narratives to evaluate style;
analyze style to identify voice; use elements of style to cultivate voice; write a personal

narrative that showcases their unique voice.

Essential Question(s)

How does an author’s style impact, create, and inform purpose?

Anchor Texts

Personal narratives from a variety of classic and contemporary authors such as:
Maya Angelou,
Emily Bernard

F. Scott Fitzgerald,
George Orwell,
Virginia Wolf,

Sloane Crosley,
David Sedaris,

Alice Wong
and Ryan Van Meter.

Supplemental Choice Texts

Sample College Essays
Independent Reading/Writing Quarterly Project

Summative Assessment/Performance Task

Whole Class Seminars
Style Analysis Essay

College Essay

Description

This unit explores several literary theories to bring awareness to different
perspectives.

Knowledge & Skills

Students will understand how to read and talk about literary theory; write
expository responses that demonstrate understanding of a text; analyze fiction
from the lens of different theories; apply literary theories to analyze a fictional
text; learn how to craft quality discussion questions to engage others in critical

thinking and analysis; facilitate a discussion that explores multiple perspectives;
collaboratively present their learning and analysis.

Essential Question(s)

How can we utilize different lenses of theory to evaluate and attempt to
understand the experiences of others?

How do literary theories allow us to develop multiple, varying interpretations of
the same text?

Anchor Texts

The Prince of Tides by Pat Conroy
Chapter Selections from Critical Theory Today (textbook) by Lois Tyson

Supplemental Choice Texts

Selected literary theory

Summative Assessment/Performance Task

Expository Responses
Group Collaborative Presentation & Discussion

Whole Class Seminars

Description

This unit explores classic literature to understand how an individual’s voice is
impacted by their experiences.

Knowledge & Skills

Students will read and view fictional works to understand the experiences of
others; analyze an author’s life and the historical context of a work in order to
determine the author’s purpose; write argumentative essays to support and

substantiate a claim; understand the experiences of marginalized populations.

Essential Question(s)

How does an individual’s treatment by society impact their voice?
How do individuals use their voice to speak out against injustice?

Anchor Texts

One Flew Over the Cuckoo’s Nest by Ken Kesey
Fences by August Wilson (film)

Ma Rainey’s Black Bottom by August Wilson (film)
The Vanishing Half by Brit Bennett

Supplemental Texts

Saturday Evening Post Articles
African American Critical Theory from Critical Theory Today (textbook) by Lois

Tyson

Summative Assessment/Performance Task

Historical Background Researched Presentations
Small Group Socratic Seminar

Argumentative Essay
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4
Seeking Out Voices

5
The Origins of Your Voice

6
Voice of Contemporary Justice

(this unit is integrated during/simultaneous with unit 5: The Origins
of Your Voice)

Description

This unit challenges students to explore an aspect of African American history, culture or
experience in order to deliberately avoid experiencing only a “single story” of a

particular group.

Knowledge & Skills

Students will learn how to self-select a text to meet an intended purpose; participate in
small group discussions to expand perspectives; write an expository piece to

demonstrate understanding; read informational texts to understand the elements of
effective public speaking; analyze TED Talks to learn strategies for effective oral

storytelling.

Essential Question(s)

How do we seek out the voices of others to avoid learning only a “single story” of a
person, place, culture, race, etc?

Anchor Texts

“The Danger of a Single Story” (TED Talk) - Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie
Selections from Contagious by Jonah Berger

Selections from Made to Stick by Chip and Dan Heath

Supplemental Choice Texts

Self-selected text  (fiction or nonfiction)

Summative Assessment/Performance Task

Small group discussions
Expository writing

Group “Storytelling” mini-TED Talk

Description

This research unit refines students’ skills in using academic sources to develop
a thesis, complete a comprehensive annotated bibliography, and execute an

APA formatted research paper.

Knowledge & Skills

Students will learn how to locate, read, and annotate academic journal sources;
discover elements of their own personalities through the exploration of

nonfiction sources; compose annotated bibliographies to examine nuances in
researched texts; cite information accurately within the text; write an APA

formatted research paper that synthesis information from a variety of sources.

Essential Question(s)

What shaped your personality?

Anchor Texts

The APA Style Guide

Supplemental Choice Texts

Academic Journal Articles
Individual Research

Summative Assessment/Performance Task

Annotated Bibliography
APA Formatted Research Paper

Description

This unit allows for student choice and small group engagement by utilizing the
literature circle format to discuss current social issues and create small and

large scale solutions.

Knowledge & Skills

Students will engage in small group discussions to analyze social issues;
engage the class in large-group discussions to evaluate possible solutions; read

nonfiction to support analysis of how to solve a problem before it starts;
understand the problem-solution format; learn how to cite research within an

oral presentation; research possible solutions to social issues; work
collaboratively to present a solution to a social issue.

Essential Question(s)

How can we utilize society’s 21st century interconnectedness to evaluate social
justice and promote solutions?

Anchor Texts

Choice of Current Nonfiction
Selections from Upstream by Dan Heath

Supplemental Choice Texts

Choice of Current Nonfiction

Summative Assessment/Performance Task

Researched, group Problem-Solution Presentation
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7
Using Your Voice

(elements of this unit are integrated with unit 4: Seeking Out Voices)

8
Cultivating Your Voice

(this unit is integrated each quarter)

Description

This public speaking unit explores the techniques used by the most powerful speakers
and challenges students to share their passion with others through a final performance

task.

Knowledge & Skills

Students will analyze the techniques used by successful public speakers for different
purposes; explore their own passions and interests through research; demonstrate

learning through a choice of performance tasks.

Essential Question(s)

What makes your heart sing?
How do you create a lasting impact?

Anchor Texts

Selections from Talk Like TED by Carmine Gallo
Selections from The Power of Moments by Chip and Dan Heath

Supplemental Choice Texts

Choice TED Talks
Individual research

Summative Assessment/Performance Task

Written analysis of speeches
Annotated bibliography

Performance Task: Choice of TED Talk, Interactive Lesson, or Short Film

Description

This independent writing unit occurs each quarter and allows students to self-select a
focus for their independent writing.

Knowledge & Skills

Students will self-select a writing skill focus each quarter and engage in independent
writing to practice and cultivate their skills; students will engage in reflective sessions to

evaluate their progress with the self-selected skill.

Essential Question(s)

What skills do you want to focus on to grow as a writer?

Summative Assessment/Performance Task

Reflective writing
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